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INTRODUCTION
It is somewhat paradoxical that one of the concepts most widely used in macroeconomics, namely the aggregate production function, is the one whose theoretical rationale is perhaps the most suspect. We define an aggregate production function as one
for which output has to be a value—rather than a physical—measure, regardless of
the precise unit of observation, for example, whether it is for the firm or an individual
industry. The value measure (such as value added or gross output) has to be used
because of the heterogeneity of output. The same is true for the capital stock. These
constant price measures are not physical quantities. Hence, the expression “volume
of output,” which is commonly used when referring to aggregate output, is a misnomer.1
The serious problems raised by the Cambridge Capital Theory Controversies dominated the debate in “high theory” in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and eventually led
to an agreement that reswitching and capital reversing were theoretically possible
[Harcourt, 1972].2 This posed serious problems for the justification of the use of the
neoclassical one-sector aggregate production function as a “parable,” to use the term
coined by Solow [1966]. The revival of interest in growth theory with the development
of endogenous growth theory is still squarely in the neoclassical tradition [Pasinetti,
1994].
If this were not enough, a whole series of further problems surrounds the question of whether or not micro-production functions can be aggregated to give a macroeconomic relationship that reflects the underlying technology of the economy in some
meaningful way [Walters, 1963; Fisher, 1987; 1992; 2005; Felipe and Fisher, 2003]. A
large technical literature has developed over the years on the aggregation problem.
Essentially, though, it boils down to the question: does it make sense to sum the
inputs and outputs, of, say, oil refining and the textile industry and estimate a function that somehow purports to represent the technological parameters, such as the
aggregate elasticity of substitution, of this combined industry? When the aggregate
production function for, say, the whole economy or manufacturing is estimated, this,
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of course, consists of an even more disparate collection of industries. If the answer to
the question is that it really is nonsensical, then the further question arises as to why
the aggregate production function is still so widely used in both theoretical and empirical modeling.
The defense of estimating aggregate production functions has been eloquently put
forward by Solow [1966, 1259-60], who can hardly be accused of not being fully aware
of the aggregation problem:3 “I have never thought of the macroeconomic production
function as a rigorously justifiable concept. In my mind, it is either an illuminating
parable, or else a mere device for handling data, to be used so long as it gives good
empirical results, and to be abandoned as soon as it doesn’t, or as soon as something
better comes along.” Wan [1971, 97] reflects this view when he argues that Solow’s
[1957] influential approach in measuring technical progress may be defended on the
grounds that “one may argue that the functional relation between Q and K, L is an
‘empirical law’ in its own right. In the methodological parlance of Samuelson, this is
an operationally meaningful law, since it can be empirically refuted”. (Q, K, and L are
output, capital, and labor.) From the first studies by Douglas and his various collaborators [Cobb and Douglas, 1928; Douglas, 1948; 1976], it has often been found that the
aggregate production function gives a close statistical fit, especially using crossregional or cross-industry data, with the estimated output elasticities close to the
factor shares.4,5
What we shall show, however, is that these studies generally could not have failed
to find a close correspondence between the output elasticities and the factor shares.
This arises from the fact that ideally the production function is a microeconomic concept, specifying the relationship between physical outputs and inputs (such as numbers of widgets, persons employed, and identical machines). But at the aggregate
level, constant price value data are used for capital and output. Yet this is not an
innocuous procedure, as it undermines the possibility of empirically testing the aggregate production function. As Simon [1979a, 497] pointed out in his Nobel Memorial
lecture, the good fits to the Cobb-Douglas production function “cannot be taken as
strong evidence for the classical theory, for the identical results can readily be produced by mistakenly fitting a Cobb-Douglas function to data that were in fact generated by a linear accounting identity (value of goods equals labor cost plus capital cost).”
We shall show that specifications of all aggregate production functions, using value
data, are nothing more than approximations to an accounting identity, and hence can
convey no information, per se, about the underlying technology of the “representative
firm.”6 Moreover, we shall also show that even the use of physical data is not without
its problems. Once it is recognized that all that is being estimated is an underlying
identity, it can be shown how it is always possible, with a little ingenuity, to obtain a
perfect statistical fit to a putative production function, which exhibits constant returns
to scale and where the estimated “output elasticities” equal the factor shares. It can
also be shown how the results of the estimation of production functions that find
increasing returns to scale and externalities are simply due to misspecification of the
underlying identity and the estimated biased coefficients may actually be predicted in
advance [McCombie, 2000-2001; Felipe, 2001a].
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The purpose of this paper is to survey and extend this critique and also to consider
some counter-criticisms that have been made. We conclude that the latter leave the
central tenet unaffected and thus the concept of the aggregate production function
lacks any firm foundations. We do not address here the difficult, but necessary, question of what alternative approaches there are that avoid these problems.
We first begin by considering the accounting identity and, for expositional ease,
the Cobb-Douglas production function (although, as we have noted, the critique applies
to any production function). The next section shows that the problem stems essentially from the fact that monetary values at constant prices have to be used empirically as a proxy for physical quantities. Nevertheless, as we have noted, the use of
data for physical quantities also presents difficulties, which we also discuss. If this
critique is so devastating to the notion of the aggregate production function, then
what have been the reactions to it and why has it been largely ignored in the literature? We attempt to answer this question in the penultimate section. Finally, we
draw some conclusions.
THE ACCOUNTING IDENTITY AND THE COBB-DOUGLAS PRODUCTION
FUNCTION
The problem that the accounting identity poses for the interpretation of the aggregate production function may be most easily seen by a consideration of the CobbDouglas production function, although it applies to more complex specifications (such
as the CES and the translog).
It was first brought to the fore by Phelps Brown [1957] in his seminal paper “The
Meaning of the Fitted Cobb-Douglas Function.” It is one of the ironies of the history of
economic thought that this article, which challenged the whole rationale for estimating aggregate production functions, was published in the same year as Solow’s [1957]
“Technical Change and the Aggregate Production Function.” The latter, of course,
was largely responsible for initiating the neoclassical approach to the empirical analysis of economic growth.
Phelps Brown’s [1957] critique was largely addressed to the fitting of production
functions using cross-sectional data and was specifically directed at Douglas’ various
studies (see Douglas [1948] for a summary). It is useful to consider this first, as it
avoids the complication of technical change. We consider the latter next when we look
at time-series data.
Cross-Section Data
The fact that the crucial tenet of Phelps Brown’s [1957] argument was presented
rather obscurely and was buried in his paper did not help its reception, even though it
was published in one of the leading U.S. economics journals. He noted that there
always exists an underlying accounting identity for the ith firm given by:
(1)

Vi ≡ wLi + rJi ,

where V, L, J, w, and r are output (value added at constant prices), the labor input, the
constant price value of the capital stock, the wage rate, and the observed rate of
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return.7 The last two are the averages across the industries and are assumed to show
little variation and thus may be considered approximately uniform. Because of the
existence of the identity, Phelps Brown [1957, 557] concluded that the “Cobb-Douglas
[α] and the share of earnings in income will be only two sides of the same penny,”
where α is the output elasticity of labor.
The argument therefore seems to be this. The elasticity of output with respect to
labor of the constant-returns-to-scale Cobb-Douglas production function, Vi = ALiαJi(1–α)
is defined as α = (∂Vi/∂Li)(Li/Vi.). Given the assumptions of the neoclassical theory of
factor pricing, from the first order conditions, the marginal product of labor equals the
wage rate, that is, ∂Vi/∂Li = w. Consequently, it also follows that α = a = wLi/Vi, the
share of labor in value added. The conventional approach sees this as a testable prediction of the neoclassical theory of factor pricing.
An accounting identity given by Equation (1), however, also defines the measure
of value added for all units of observation, whether they are at the level of, say, the
firm or the whole economy. It should be emphasized that there are no behavioral
assumptions underlying this equation, in that it is compatible with any degree of
competition, increasing, constant, or decreasing returns to scale and whether or not a
well-behaved underlying aggregate production function actually exists. The observed
rate of profit, r, is usually measured as r = (1 – ai)Vi/Ji = Πi/Ji, where (1 – ai) is the
capital’s share in value added and Π is total profits.
Consequently, partially differentiating the accounting identity, Vi = wLi + rJi,
with respect to Li gives ∂Vi/∂Li = w and it follows that (∂Vi/∂Li)/(Li/Vi) = ai = wLi/Vi.
This is identical to the result obtained from the aggregate production function and the
first order conditions, as shown above. The problem is that as it is derived from an
identity, this result is always true, that is, it is impossible to reject it by statistical
testing. As the argument stemming from the identity has not made any economic
assumptions at all, the finding that the putative output elasticities equal the observed
factor shares cannot be taken as a test of whether or not factors of production are paid
their marginal products. This is a position, however, that was not accepted by Douglas
[1976, 914] himself. “A considerable body of independent work tends to corroborate
the original Cobb-Douglas formula, but, more important, the approximate coincidence
of the estimated coefficients with the actual shares received also strengthens the
competitive theory of distribution and disproves the Marxian.” It is noticeable that in
his survey, however, Douglas fails to mention the Phelps Brown [1957] paper.
If the (aggregate) output elasticity of labor and the share of labor’s total compensation are merely “two sides of the same penny,” could it be that the Cobb-Douglas is
simply an alternative way of expressing the income identity and, as such, has no
implications for the underlying technology of the economy? This was the proposition
that Simon and Levy [1963] proved some six years later.
Following Simon and Levy [1963] and Intriligator [1978], the isomorphism between
the Cobb-Douglas production function and the underlying accounting may be simply
shown. The Cobb-Douglas, when estimated using cross-section (firm, industry, or regional)
data, is specified either as:8
(2)

Vi = ALαi Jiβ ,
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where A is a constant, or dividing by V = ALα J 1− β and taking logarithms as:

(

)

(

)

(

)

ln Vi V = α ln Li L + β ln Ji J ,

(3)

where the bar over a variable denotes that it is the value of some reference observation, such as that of the average firm or the base year.

(

) (

)

Using the approximation ln X X ≈ X X − 1, Equation (3) may be expressed as

(

)

(

)

Vi = α V L Li + β V J Ji + (1 − α − β )V .

(4)

A comparison of Equation (4), which is a linearization of the Cobb-Douglas relationship (viz. Equation (2)), with the income identity Equation (1), namely, Vi ≡ wLi + rJi,
shows that w = α V L and r = β V J . Moreover, it can be further seen from the comparison of these equations that (1 – α – β) V must equal 0, which implies that α + β = 1.
Consequently, the data will always suggest the existence of “constant returns to scale,”
whatever the true technological relationships of the individual production processes.
It is now possible to show conversely that the accounting identity can be transformed into a form that resembles a Cobb-Douglas function. Start from the identity
that Vi = wLi + rJi. Substitute for w from the definition w = aV L , where, it will be
recalled, a is labor’s share in total income. Likewise substitute for r using r = (1 – a)V J ,
where (1 – a) is capital’s share. This yields Vi V = a Li L + (1 − a) Ji J . Now substitute using
the approximation that X X ≈ ln X X + 1, which gives ln Vi V = a ln Li L + (1 − a) ln Ji J .
This may be expressed as:
(5)

[

]

ln Vi = ln A + a ln Li + (1 − a) ln Ji − ln V − ln A − a ln L − (1 − a) ln J ,

where, from Equations (2) and (3), the term in square brackets equals zero. Taking
antilogarithms gives Vi = ALiaJi(1 – a). The argument is that for reasonably small variations of L and J and with w and r constant (the last two conditions are not essential, as
we shall see below), a Cobb-Douglas multiplicative power function will give a very
good approximation to a linear function. The corollary is that the linear accounting
identity will likewise give a good approximation to the Cobb-Douglas relationship. As
the linear income identity exists for any underlying technology, we cannot be sure
that all that the estimates are picking up is not simply the identity. The fact that a
good fit to the Cobb-Douglas relationship is found implies nothing, per se, about such
technological parameters as the elasticity of substitution. Simon [1979b, 466] found
that mistakenly fitting a Cobb-Douglas relationship to the accounting identity for a
range of capital-labor ratios that greatly exceed those found empirically gave “estimating errors of less than 5 per cent”. (See also Felipe and Holz, [2001].)
The good approximation of the Cobb-Douglas to the accounting identity is also
likely to carry through even when we allow w and r to change, provided now the factor
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shares do not show very much variation. To see this, assume a continuum of firms
and differentiate the accounting identity to give:
(6)
(7)

dVi = (dwi)Li+ widLi + (dri)Ji+ ridJi or
dVi Vi = ai ( dwi wi ) + ai ( dLi Li ) + (1 − ai )( dri ri ) + (1 − ai )( dJi Ji ) .

Let us assume factor shares are constant (and there are many reasons why this
should occur other than because there is a Cobb-Douglas production function—for
example, firms pursue a constant markup pricing policy or the Kaldorian macroeconomic theory of distribution holds). Equation (7) may be integrated to give:
(8)

Vi = Bwia ri(

1− a )

Lai Ji(

1− a )

,

where B is the antilogarithm of the constant of integration.
Provided that wiari(1 – a) either shows very little variation or is orthogonal to the
expression LiaJi(1 – a), or both, the putative Cobb-Douglas production function will once
again give a very good fit to the data. For regions or industries in any one country, wi
and ri are likely to show relatively small variations compared with those of Vi, Li, and
Ji. It is not surprising, then, that the numerous regressions run by Paul Douglas and
his colleagues using this type of data gave exceptionally good statistical fits, with the
estimated output elasticities almost exactly equal to the factor shares. (See the summary tables in Douglas [1948; 1976].) Using cross-country data, however, such as that
from the Penn World Table that includes both developing and less developing countries, should not give such a good fit because of the international variability in, especially, w. This indeed proves to be the case.9 In other words, in this case the CobbDouglas is a poor approximation to the linear accounting identity.
It should be noted that this critique of the aggregate production function is not
just confined to the Cobb-Douglas production function. Simon [1979b] explicitly con-

(

siders the CES production function given by Vi = ψ θL−i η + (1 − θ ) Ji−η

)(

− 1 η)

, where ψ, η,

and θ are parameters. He argues that if the true relationship was given by the accounting identity and we were mistakenly to estimate the CES production function, then if
η goes to zero, the function becomes a Cobb-Douglas. He cites Jorgenson [1974] as
suggesting that most estimates give η close to zero and so the argument still applies.
However, some more recent studies find that the putative aggregate elasticity of substitution is less than unity. But the argument is more general than Simon implies
[Felipe and McCombie, 2001].
If we were to express any production function of the form Vi = f(Li, Ji) (such as the
translog) in proportionate rates of change and use the marginal productivity conditions, we would find that dVi/Vi = c + aidLi/Li + (1 – ai)dJi/Ji , where c is a constant.
This is formally exactly equivalent to the accounting identity expressed in proportionate rates of change, provided aidwi/wi + (1 – ai)dri/r is again constant or it will give a
good approximation provided that aidwi/wi + (1 – ai)dri/r is orthogonal to aidLi/Li +
(1 – ai)dJi/Ji . This may be seen from Equation (7) from which it also follows that αi = ai
and (1 – αi) = (1 – ai). If shares do vary, then we may be able to find an explicit
functional form that is more flexible than the Cobb-Douglas that gives a good fit to the
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accounting identity; but, of course, this does not mean that the estimated coefficients
can now be interpreted as technological parameters.10 If aidwi/wi + (1 – ai)dri/r does
not meet the assumptions noted above, all this means is that the estimated functional
form will be misspecified and the goodness of fit will be reduced [McCombie, 2000].
Time-Series Data
The fact that the identity precludes interpreting the cross-section Cobb-Douglas
relationship or more flexible functional forms as unambiguously reflecting the underlying technology of the economy implicitly suggests that this is true of estimations
using time-series data.11 The arguments, as Shaikh [1974; 1980] has shown, follow
through in the case of time-series data. Differentiating the income identity, Vt ≡ wtLt
+ rtJt , with respect to time, we obtain:
(9)

ˆ t + (1 − at )rˆt + at Lˆ t + (1 − at ) Jˆ t ,
Vˆt ≡ at w

where V̂ , L̂ , Ĵ , ŵ , and r̂ denote exponential growth rates. at ≡ wt Lt/Vt is labor’s
share in output and (1 – at) ≡ rtJt/Vt is capital’s share. Assuming that factor shares are
constant and integrating Equation (9), we obtain:
(10)

Vt ≡ Bwtart(1 – a)LtaJt(1 – a) .
Let us assume that the growth of the wage rate occurs at a roughly constant rate

(wˆ t = wˆ ) and the rate of profit shows no secular growth (r̂ = 0) , both of which may be
ˆ t + (1 − a)rˆt ≈ aw
ˆ = λ , a constant, and so
regarded as stylized facts. Consequently, aw
Equation (10) becomes the familiar Cobb-Douglas with exogenous technical change,
namely, Vt = AoeλtLtaJt(1 – a).
In fact, while the cross-region or cross-industry studies normally give a very good
fit to the Cobb-Douglas (and other) production functions, the time-series estimations
sometimes produce implausible estimates with, for example, the coefficient of capital
being negative. Table 1 in Sylos Labini [1995, 490] provides a useful summary of some
time-series studies that give poor statistical fits. The fact that the results are often so
poor may ironically give the impression that the estimated equation is actually a
behavioral equation. The failure to obtain plausible estimates will occur, however,
if either the factor shares are not sufficiently constant or the approximation
ˆ t + (1 − at )rˆt ≈ λ (a constant) is not sufficiently accurate. In practice, it is the latter
at w
that proves to be the case, as estimations of Equation (10) with a variety of data sets
produce well-determined estimates of the coefficients, which equal the relevant factor
shares. It is found that the rate of profit, especially, has a pronounced cyclical component and so proxying alnw + (1 – a)lnr by a linear time trend (or its growth rate by a
constant) biases the estimated coefficients of lnL and lnJ (or of L̂ and Ĵ ).12 See
McCombie [2000-2001], Felipe and Holz [2001], and Felipe and McCombie [2001].
The conventional neoclassical approach, which is based on the maintained hypothesis that an aggregate production function is, in fact, being estimated, usually attributes
a poor fit to the failure to adjust the growth of factor inputs for the changes in capacity
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ˆ t + (1 − at )rˆt ≡ λ t tends to vary procyclically, the inclusion of a capacutilization. As at w
ity utilization variable will tend to improve the goodness of fit and cause the estimated
coefficients to approximate more closely the relevant factor shares. While r̂ has a
pronounced procyclical fluctuation, the growth of the capital stock generally shows
little variation. Adjusting Ĵ for changes in capacity utilization increases its cyclical
fluctuation and at the same time reduces that in r̂ .13 The weighted sum of the logarithms of the wage and profit rates is now more closely proxied by a linear time trend
and the regression estimates more closely reflect the identity. As Lucas [1970, 24],
commented: “...some investigators have obtained ‘improved’ empirical production functions (that is, have obtained labor elasticities closer to labor’s share) by ‘correcting’
measured capital stock for variations in utilization rates”. (The same argument holds
when the labor input is adjusted for changes in its intensity of use over the cycle.)
An alternative procedure would be to introduce a sufficiently complex nonlinear
time trend more accurately to capture the variation of λt [Shaikh, 1980; Felipe and
McCombie, 2003]. With sufficient ingenuity, we should be able eventually to approximate closely the underlying identity, increasing both the R2 and the values of the tstatistics, and hence find a very good fit for the “production function”. Generally, as we
have noted above, it is this problem, rather than the change in factor shares, that is of
greater empirical importance. As in the case of cross-sectional data, the problem posed
by the identity occurs even though the factor shares vary.
THE USE OF QUANTITIES AND VALUE DATA IN ESTIMATING
“PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS”
The result that estimates of the supposed output elasticities often approximate
the observed relevant factor shares stems from the use of value data as a proxy for
“quantity” or “volume” measures. But, as we have noted above, the use of physical
data, even if they were available, is not free from problems. We begin by discussing
this, before considering the additional problems posed by the use of value data.
The neoclassical model implicitly assumes a one-commodity world in which aggregate output is defined as Q, which is, say, the number of widgets. K is a physical
measure of the capital stock, say the number of “leets.” This also has an associated
accounting identity measured in value terms, namely pQ ≡ wL + ρK, where p is the
price (again in, say, dollars per widget). w and ρ are the monetary values of wages and
the return to capital. As K is measured in numbers of identical physical units, ρ is the
price per machine (in dollars), rather than being a percentage rate of return. It will be
readily apparent, however, that it is possible to recover the physical quantities from
this identity. In other words, Q = (w/p)L + (ρ/p)K, where w/p and ρ/p are the returns to
labor and capital measured in terms of widgets per unit of the relevant input (that is,
physical magnitudes). Clearly, this is not possible in the case of value added. A possible
confusion may arise because the latter may be written as PV = PΣpiQi = wnL + rnJ,
where the superscript n denotes a nominal value. P is not a price but a price deflator
and, for example, wn/P = w is the real wage measured in monetary (and not physical)
units.
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Under certain circumstances, it is possible to estimate a production function and
to test the marginal productivity theory of distribution. To see this, consider the neoclassical approach that uses a micro-production function specified in physical terms
where there is no technical change, namely Q = f(L, K). (Alternatively, the data could
be of a cross-sectional nature—either cross-regional or cross-industry—where there
is the same technology.)
Partially differentiating the micro-production function with respect to L and K
gives ∂Q/∂L = fL and ∂Q/∂K = fK, where fL is the marginal product of labor and fK is the
marginal product of capital, both measured in physical units. By Euler’s theorem,
which, of course, has no economic content, per se, we have, assuming constant returns
to scale, the following equation: Q = fLL + fKK or pQ = pfLL + pfK K, where p, it will be
recalled, is the price per unit output, measured in, say, dollars.14
Let us assume that the marginal products are roughly constant. Regressing Q on
L and K will provide an estimate of fL and fK. It does not make any difference if we use
the monetary values; we will still obtain the marginal products, although now measured in monetary units. Of course, there is no reason why factors should be paid
their marginal products and so a comparison of pfL and pfk with the actual factor payments would constitute a test of the marginal productivity theory of factor pricing.
This is an important point because, if p is constant, the coefficients of the estimated
linear equation pQ = b1L + b2K are determined by the underlying production function
and they will differ from the observed wages and rate of profit if factors are not paid
their marginal products. This is because Q is a physical measure and is independent of
the distribution of the product. For example, in the case of the Cobb-Douglas production function, we have fL = αQ/L and fK = (1 – α)Q/K. If the distribution of output
between labor and capital is different from that implied by the marginal productivity
conditions, so that the factor shares differ from α and (1 – α), estimating the production function using physical data will still produce estimates of the output elasticities
of α and of (1 – α). If, however, we use value data, then, as we shall see below, the
estimates of the supposed output elasticities will take the values of the shares and not
the true output elasticities.
In these circumstances, therefore, the discussions concerning the appropriate estimation procedures of the production function (whether it should be part of a simultaneous equation framework, etc.) become relevant. It is important to note, however,
that it is possible to get misleading results estimating a “production function” even
with physical data. Define m ≡ gQ/L and n ≡ (1 – g)Q/K. The parameter g need not be
labor’s actual share; it can take any arbitrary value we like, provided that 0 ≤ g ≤ 1. If
we were to regress lnQ on lnm, lnn, lnL, and lnK, using either cross-sectional or timeseries data, we would find that the coefficients of lnm and lnL took a value of g and
those of lnn and lnK would be (1 – g). Consequently, by an appropriate choice of m and
n, we can obtain any numerical values of the estimated coefficients g and (1 – g) that
we wish and a perfect statistical fit. Alternatively, in the case of time-series data, we
may determine a complex time trend that closely approximates glnm + (1 – g)lnn and
we would get the same estimates of the output elasticities. It should be noted that
although Q = Bmgn(1 – g)LgK(1 – g) is definitionally true and is an identity, it is not necessarily related to either the marginal productivity conditions or to the way output is
actually divided up between labor and capital.
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In the case under discussion here in which there is no technical change or in the
case of cross-sectional data in which there is a common technology, this procedure
would give an incorrect specification of the “physical” production function as glnm + (1 – g)lnn
is not a constant. Regressing lnQ on a constant and lnL and lnK would be the correct
specification and also regressing Q on L and K would always give estimates of fL and fK,
as noted above.
With time-series data, technical progress may be incorporated into the production
function using physical data by including a correctly specified time trend. It should be
noted, however, that there are an infinite number of possible linear and nonlinear
time trends that could be used and that would give good, or indeed perfect, fits to the
data. The estimates of the output elasticities will be statistically significant, but significantly different from the true elasticities, even though physical data is used. The
true production function can only be estimated if we know what is the true path of
technical change, which of course is not possible.
The neoclassical approach disregards these problems and assumes that the true
production function can always be estimated using physical data.15 It moves seamlessly
from this to the use of value data, where it is also assumed that the aggregate production function reflects the underlying technology of the economy. As Ferguson [1971,
250] noted “neoclassical theory deals with macroeconomic aggregates, usually by constructing the aggregate theory by analogy with the corresponding microeconomic concepts. Whether or not this is a useful concept is an empirical question to which I
believe an empirical answer can be given. This is the ‘faith’ I have but which is not
shared by Mrs. Robinson. Perhaps it would be better to say that the aggregate analogies provide working hypotheses for econometricians.” Ferguson is thus implicitly
arguing that, although the neoclassical production function should be specified in terms
of physical quantities, these may be adequately proxied by deflated monetary values
where this is necessary for aggregation.
Given the problems with physical data, noted above, the question arises as to
why, when using value data, the observed income identity, per se, matters, compared
with any other hypothetical way value added could be divided between labor and capital. For example, as with the use of physical data, it is possible by including in the
regression using value data the additional variables lnm' and lnn' (where m' = gV/L
and n' = (1 – g)V/J and can now only be expressed in monetary values) to produce
estimates of the putative elasticities of L and J that take the values g and (1 – g),
respectively. The choice of these values is purely arbitrary, however, and although
the statistical fit would be near perfect, the estimated “output elasticities” would not
equal the observed factor shares.
To answer the question posed above about what is important about the accounting
identity, let us assume that firms pursue a markup pricing policy under which the
price is determined by a fixed markup on unit labor costs. (We have assumed for
simplicity that no materials are used in production, because, in practice, firms mark
up on normal unit costs. See Lee [1999] for a detailed discussion.) Thus pi = (1 + πi)wiLi/Qi,
where π is the markup. Value added is Vi = piQi = (1 + πi)wiLi and for industry as a
whole V = ∑piQi = ∑(1 + πi)wiLi, or, approximately, V = (1 + π)wL, where π is the
average markup and w is the average wage rate. Labor’s share is a =1/(1 + π) and will
be constant to the extent that the markup does not vary. In practice, it is likely to vary
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to the degree that the composition of firms with differing markups alter and there are
changes in the individual markups, which may be temporary, as a result of the wagebargaining process.16
We also have the identity V ≡ wL + rJ where rJ, total profits, is equal to πwL and
capital’s share is given by (1 – a) = π/(1 + π). The identity now poses a major problem for
the aggregate production function. Suppose that w and r are the same across the units
of observation in cross-sectional data or do not change over time when time-series
data is used. If we were to estimate V = b3L + b4J, then the estimates of b3 and b4 will
always be w and r, respectively. If factor shares are constant, then, as we have seen
above, an approximation to the accounting identity will be given by V = Bwar(1 – a)LaJ(1 – a) =
A LaJ(1 – a), where A is a constant. But the causation is now from the identity to the
multiplicative power function, not the other way around. The values of the putative
elasticities are determined by the value of the markup and do not reflect any technological relationship. This explains why the multitude of cross-regional and crossindustry studies that Douglas undertook in the 1920s and 1930s gave such a good fit to
the data where the estimates of the “output elasticities” were very close to the observed
factor shares. The reason was, as we have noted above, that value added is simply
defined as V = wL + rJ and the wage and the profit rate were roughly constant (especially in comparison to the variation in the other variables). The cross-sectional regression will therefore give lnV = c + alnL + (1 – a)lnJ, where a and (1 – a) are the observed
factor shares and c equals the sum of a constant term and (alnw + (1 – a)lnr) and so is
itself a constant.
In the case of time-series data, the fact that the weighted logarithms of the wage
rate and the rate of return are strongly trended also means that the statistical estimates of the production function, in which technical progress is proxied by a time
trend, will empirically reflect the underlying accounting identity. As we have noted
above, these regressions often require the capital stock to be adjusted for capacity
utilization, which removes or reduces the cyclical fluctuations in lnr so that it more
closely approximates a constant and alnw + (1 – a)lnr more closely approximates a
linear time trend. (See also McCombie [2000-2001] and Felipe and Adams [2005].)
If the markup alters, then V will alter as well through the accounting identity,
even though the physical composition of output remains unaltered. This means that if
we use the new data to estimate a Cobb-Douglas, the estimates of the “output elasticities” will also change, reflecting the change in the markup. For example, if the markup
increases, labor’s share will fall and this will result in a fall in labor’s “output elasticity” and a corresponding rise in capital’s share and its “output elasticity”.
The fact that the Cobb-Douglas function gives a good fit to the data does not imply
that the aggregate elasticity of substitution (a parameter that likely does not exist) is
unity. Shares may vary, in which case a more flexible function than the Cobb-Douglas,
such as the translog, will give a better fit; but we still cannot be sure that the data are
telling us anything about the underlying technology of the economy, as we have seen.
The problem is that in the case of constant shares, the accounting identity will
always give a good fit to the data, even if the technology of the firms in the economy is
nothing remotely like a Cobb-Douglas. This is not an identification problem in the
econometric sense of the term. In the latter case we have, say, two behavioral equations,
but where the reduced form consists of a hybrid of the parameters of the equations. In
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TABLE 1
The Relationship between the Accounting Identity and the
Aggregate Production Function Using Time-Series Data
The Accounting Identity

The Neoclassical Production Function

Prices are a markup on unit labor costs:

The micro production function with constant
returns to scale is given by:

pi = (1 + πi)(wiLi/Qi) .
A constant markup gives constant shares of
labor (a) and capital (1 – a) in total value added,
regardless of the underlying technology.
a = 1/(1 + π) and (1 – a) = π/(1 + π).
The accounting identity is given by:
piQi ≡ wiLi + riJi , where ri = (pi Qi – wiLi)/Ji .
Summing over industries gives:
V = ΣpiQi = wL + rJ.
There are no serious aggregation problems.
Aggregation may actually reduce the variability
of the aggregate factor share compared with the
individual factor shares.

Qi = AeλtLiaKi(1 – a) .
Aggregation problems and the Cambridge Capital
Theory Controversies show that theoretically the
aggregate production function does not exist. Nevertheless, it is assumed that:
ΣQi = Q = AeλtLaK(1 – a) .
Assuming (i) perfect competition; and (ii) the
aggregate marginal productivity theory of factor
pricing gives:
p(∂Q/∂L) = pfL = w and p(∂Q/∂K) = pfK = ρ .
From Euler’s theorem:
Q = fLL + fK-K
and the cost identity is

By definition (and making no assumption about
the state of competition or the mechanism by
which factors are rewarded) the following
conditions hold:
∂V/∂L ≡ w and ∂V/∂J ≡ r
Given constant factor shares, the accounting
identity at time t may be written as:
Vt = Bwtart(1 – a)LtaJt(1 – a)
or, assuming the stylized fact that
ˆ t + (1 − at )rˆt = aw
ˆ = λ , as:
at w

Vt = Beλt Lta Jt(1 – a) .
Estimating lnVt = c + b5t + b6 ln Lt + b7 ln Jt
gives estimates of b6 and b7 exactly equal to the
factor shares for definitional reasons, that is:

pQ = wL + ρK or Q = (w/p)L + (ρ/p)K ,
where w/p and ρ/p are physical measures and equal
fL and fK.
It is assumed for empirical analysis that Q = V
and K = J.
Using time-series data and estimating
lnVt = c + b5t + b6lnLt + b7lnJt provides estimates of
b6 and b7 , which are the aggregate output elasticities of labor and capital. If a good statistical fit is
found, it is inferred that the estimation has not
refuted the hypothesis of the existence of the
aggregate production function.

The estimates of b6 and b7 equal the observed factor
shares, that is:
b6 = α = a and b7 = (1 – α) = (1 – a)

b6 = a and b7 = (1 – a).
if assumptions (i) and (ii) above hold.
It is always possible to find an approximation
that will give a perfect statistical fit to the data.

If this is found to occur, it constitutes a failure to
refute the theory that markets are competitive and
factors are paid their marginal products.
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TABLE 1—Continued
The Equifinality Theorem.
Estimating lnV = c + b5t + b6lnL + b7 lnJ will always give a perfect fit to the data, provided factor

ˆ t + (1 − at )rˆt = aw
ˆ = λ holds. This is the case regardless of
shares are constant and the stylized fact at w
whether there is a “true” underlying aggregate Cobb-Douglas production function (no matter how
theoretically implausible this may be) or no aggregate production function exists at all. The data cannot
discriminate between these two cases. (The same result holds using growth rates.)
If the conditions of constant factor shares and a constant growth of the weighted wage and profit
rates are not met, it is still possible to obtain a perfect fit by a more flexible approximation to the
accounting identity than that given by the Cobb-Douglas.
It is therefore not possible empirically to test the existence of the aggregate production function or
the aggregate marginal productivity theory of factor pricing.

this case we should be able, in principle, to identify the equations by including variables in one equation that do not appear in the other and that, hence, act to identify
the latter. This is not the case with the identity. We know that the estimates will
always be picking up an approximation to the identity. Felipe and McCombie [2003]
have termed this the “equifinality theorem.” Table 1 provides a summary of the case
when factor shares are constant and so the approximation to the underlying identity
is a Cobb-Douglas function.
The use of value data also poses difficulties for the neoclassical growth accounting
approach. This assumes an aggregate production function, constant returns to scale,
and the marginal productivity theory of factor pricing. Under these assumptions, the
growth of total factor productivity (the “Solow residual” or, somewhat misleadingly,
the rate of technical progress) is given by the weighted growth of the real wage rate
and the rate of profit. Hence the growth of total factor productivity is equal to
(11)

ˆ ≡λ ≡a w
TFP
t
t
t ˆ t + (1 − at )rˆt

≡ Vˆt − at Lˆ t +

(1 − at )Jˆ t .

The problem is that this is formally identical to the accounting identity in value terms
and, hence, as we have noted, the neoclassical assumptions underlying it cannot be
tested. It should be noted that usually the neoclassical growth accounting approach
does not use the observed rate of profit, but instead the rental price of capital. The
latter is the cost to the firm of its capital and is derived from an optimization model of
the representative firm that exhibits constant returns to scale. The growth of the
rental price of capital should differ from that of the observed rate of profit if there are
noncompetitive or economic profits. This does not affect our argument, as value added
in these circumstances should be defined to exclude any monopoly or economic profits
and estimation of a putative production function will, by definition, give a very close
statistical fit with the estimate coefficients equal to the cost (rather than revenue)
shares.
An Illustration Using a Simulation Study
The implications of the distinction between the use of physical and value data are
far reaching as may be seen from simulation studies undertaken by McCombie [2000].
He assumed a two-firm economy and postulated that the firms, although they made
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different products, had identical production functions, expressed in physical units, of
the form Qit = Ai0 Lait J it(

1− a)

, i = 1,2. There was no technical change and labor’s output

elasticity was taken deliberately to be 0.25 and capital’s output elasticity was 0.75. Q,
L, and K were allowed to grow over several periods and the resultant pooled timeseries data of the two firms were used to estimate the Cobb-Douglas production function. Consequently, the estimation used physical data. The estimates of the output
elasticities of labor and capital were the expected one-quarter and three-quarters.
When growth rates were used, the coefficient of the intercept was zero and the estimated coefficients once again took the expected magnitudes.
An aggregate production function was next estimated under the following assumptions. Both firms pursued a policy of a markup of 1.33 on unit labor costs. The nominal
wages rate was the same for both firms and the measure of aggregate output was
given by V = Σ(1 + πi)wLi = (1 + π)wL. Both firms used identical machines and so there
was no problem in aggregating the capital stock into a single index.
Estimating the aggregate production function using time-series data gave a near
perfect fit17 and a value of the putative output elasticity of labor that was 0.75 (not
0.25) and a value of capital’s output elasticity of 0.25 (not 0.75). The reason is, of
course, that the factor shares of labor and capital in value terms were 0.75 and 0.25, as
labor’s share is equal to 1/(1+π). The values of these shares were, through the underlying accounting identity, responsible for the values of the estimates of the putative
output elasticities.
Clearly, if there was technical change at the firm level, the use of factor shares to
calculate the contribution of the growth of the factor inputs to economic growth and
hence the growth of aggregate total factor productivity would give a very misleading
estimate. This is because the aggregate factor shares for labor and capital differ from
the actual output elasticities at the firm level. Of course, the use of aggregate value
data cannot show this. Estimating the aggregate Cobb-Douglas production function
always gave estimates of the aggregate “output elasticities” that were equal to the
factor shares.
A second simulation allowed the two individual firms to exhibit increasing returns
to scale of 1.20, but they again had the same markup pricing policy of 1.33. The simulation results produced estimates of labor’s and capital’s aggregate “output elasticities” of 0.75 and 0.25, respectively. In other words, with the use of value data it is not
possible to reject the null hypothesis of constant returns to scale, even though the
separate underlying production functions exhibited large increasing returns to scale.
This was because, when value data are used, the underlying accounting identity ensures
that the Cobb-Douglas transformation will exhibit “constant returns to scale”. The
effect of the increasing returns in the underlying firm production functions in a dynamic
context is captured by a growth rate of factor returns in the accounting identity. It is
not possible, therefore, to separate empirically the impact of technical progress and
increasing returns to scale.
Finally, to illustrate the general argument more forcefully, the paths of Qit, Lit,
and Kit were all generated as random numbers. In other words there were no true
underlying individual production functions. Again, with a constant markup on unit
labor costs, a close fit was found for the aggregate Cobb-Douglas production function
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with the aggregate output elasticities of labor and capital (which do not exist) once
again taking well-determined values of 0.75 and 0.25.
REACTIONS TO THE CRITIQUE
Generally speaking, the critique has been almost totally ignored in the literature.
The critique, as it applies to cross-sectional data, is briefly mentioned in three now
somewhat dated econometric textbooks, namely, Cramer [1969], Wallis [1979] and
Intriligator [1978]. While they generally note the problems posed by the accounting
identity, they do not, however, take the argument to its logical conclusions, namely,
that it undermines the possibility of testing the aggregate production function. Walters’
[1963] early, but influential, study surveying production and cost functions includes a
discussion of the Phelps Brown [1957] criticism, but it is buried in a short paragraph
on page 37: “The early commentators pointed out that the data may be explained by
what Bronfenbrenner called the interfirm function V = wL + rJ. Evidence has been
adduced by Phelps Brown [1957] to show that the scatter of observations of Australia
in 1909 can be explained in terms of this simple linear relationship. Thus, in fitting a
Cobb Douglas function (with α + β =1), we merely measure the share of wages in the
value added. The result does not provide a test of the marginal productivity law.”18 In
the very next paragraph, however, he goes on to discuss the CES production function
in which “the different ratios of factor prices will generate observations which should
trace out the production function” [Walters, 1963, 37].
Passing remarks (literally a few sentences) may be found in Robinson [1970] and
Harcourt [1982], and a brief passage in Lavoie [1992]. These authors, however, did
fully understand the damaging implications of the critique for the concept of the aggregate production function.
The fact that the critique applies to the estimation of time-series data has not
permeated down to the textbooks, with the exception of a short reference in Heathfield
and Wibe [1987]. They mention Shaikh’s [1974] critique, but seemingly dismiss it
because of Solow’s [1974] one-page rejoinder, which erroneously rejects Shaikh’s [1974]
paper as simply wrong (see Shaikh [1980] for a full-fledged rejoinder).
Shaikh’s [1974] paper contained two themes, however, only one of which was
really discussed by Solow [1974]. The first was the one outlined in the section above,
demonstrating the equivalence of the accounting identity and the Cobb-Douglas production function. The second was the tautological nature of the procedure involved in
Solow’s [1957] procedure for estimating various specifications of the production function, and it was this that Solow [1974] addressed. He makes no mention of the problem
posed by the underlying identity.
Solow’s procedure was first to calculate the growth of total factor productivity or

(

) (

)(

)

the residual, using annual data, as λ ≡ Vˆ − Lˆ t − 1 − a Jˆ t − Lˆ t , where (1 – at) is
t
t
t
capital’s share calculated from the national accounts. Thus, Solow assumes the existence of a well-behaved production function, perfect competition, and the neoclassical
marginal productivity theory of factor pricing. An index of technology A(t) is then
calculated by setting A in the base year equal to unity and then using the annual
values of λt to calculate the other values of the index.. The production function is then
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“deflated” by A(t) to remove the effect of technical change. By this procedure, Solow
was in fact estimating an identity {Felipe and McCombie, forthcoming]. Moreover,
Shaikh [1974; 1980] has shown that any data set (even one in which the plot of productivity on capital per worker traces out the word HUMBUG) will give a good fit to a CobbDouglas function by this method so long as factor shares are constant.
Solow’s [1974] rejoinder was that he was not testing the neoclassical production
function at all, as he had already assumed that it existed. He had, after all, assumed
the marginal productivity theory of factor pricing in constructing A(t). Nevertheless,
Solow does consider that one can, in principle, “test” the production function. “When
someone claims that aggregate production functions work, he means (a) that they
give a good fit to input-output data without the intervention of data derived from
factor shares; and (b) that the function so fitted has partial derivatives that closely
mimic observed factor prices” [Solow, 1974, 121, italics in the original]. He then delivers his supposed coup de grâce by freely estimating the Cobb-Douglas function in
logarithmic form using the Humbug data with a linear time trend to capture technical
change and finds no statistically significant relationship. Solow takes this as showing
conclusively that Shaikh’s artificial data do not capture even a hypothetical production function. “If this were the typical outcome with real data, we would not now be
having this discussion” [Solow, 1974, 121].
Ironically, freely estimating a Cobb-Douglas production function with Solow’s [1957]
own data also produces such poor results that if Solow himself had undertaken this, by
his own criterion, he would have been forced to concede that the data rejected the
existence of the production function [McCombie, 2000-2001]. However, the poor fit in
logarithmic form is simply due to the fact that the linear time trend does not provide
a good approximation to the weighted logarithm of wages and the rate of profit. There
is, of course, nothing to say that “technical change” should be a linear function of time.
Shaikh [1980] finds that Humbug data give an excellent fit to the Cobb-Douglas, provided that a complex time trend is used.
As we discussed above and now elaborate, Solow [1987] returns to the critique as
outlined by Shaikh, arguing that Shaikh’s analysis would hold even when there is a
well-defined micro-production function estimated using physical units. As, he argues,
it cannot hold in this case, then the implication is that it equally cannot apply to value
data, although this does not logically follow.19 Let us consider the argument only as it
applies to value data. Solow’s contention is that from the accounting identity with
constant shares we may derive the equation Vt = Bwtart (1 – a)Lt aJt (1 – a), as we have seen
above. But we know that wt ≡ aVt/Lt and rt ≡ (1 – a)Vt/Jt. Following Solow, let us
substitute these expressions into the equation for Vt. This gives us:

(12)

⎛ Ba a (1 − a)( 1− a) V ⎞
( 1− a)
t
Vt = ⎜
.
⎟⎟ Lat J t
⎜
a ( 1− a )
Lt J t
⎝
⎠

(

)

As B = a–a(1 – a)–(1 – a), it follows that:

(13)

⎛
⎞
Vt
1− a
La J ( ) .
Vt = ⎜
( 1− a) ⎟ t t
a
⎝ Lt J t
⎠

(

)
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and, assuming no technical change:

(14)

⎛ f ( Lt , J t ) ⎞
1− a
La J ( ) = f ( Lt , J t ) .
Vt = ⎜
( 1− a) ⎟ t t
a
⎝ Lt J t
⎠

(

)

“What Shaikh has discovered, in other words, is that any production function can be
written as the product of a Cobb-Douglas and something else; and the something else
is the production function divided by the Cobb-Douglas” [Solow, 1987, 20]. This argument presupposes that we have data from which the “true” production function can be
estimated, however. As we have seen, because of the accounting identity, Equation
(14), Vt = f(Lt, Jt), will give a good fit to the data, even though there is no well-defined
aggregate production function. So all that Solow has done is to show that Vt equals f(Lt , Jt),
which he assumes to be the “true technology” and, to this extent, his argument is
tautological. As we have shown, because of the underlying accounting identity, Equation (14) may be written as Vt = f(Lt, Jt) = Bwtart(1 – a)LtaJt(1 – a), reflecting merely the
identity.
Solow [1987, 20-21] further comments: “What does happen if I regress lnx on lnu
and lnv? [x is output and u and v are the inputs]. That depends on whether lnA is
orthogonal to alnu + (1 – a)lnv. But lnA is lnx – [alnu + (1 – a)lnv]. That is to say,
orthogonality will hold precisely when the true production function is Cobb-Douglas
and will fail when it is not. In the latter case, nothing prevents us from doing the
regression but the estimated elasticities will not coincide with a and 1 – a, and the
regression will show systematic errors” (emphasis in the original). It is possible to
interpret Solow along the following lines. As we have seen above, if there is no technical change and we use physical data, then, if there exists a true Cobb-Douglas microproduction function, lnA will be a constant and the estimated coefficients will be equal
to the true output elasticities. If factors are paid their marginal products, the output
elasticities will equal the appropriate factor shares. What Solow fails to appreciate,
however, is the argument made above. Value data, in practice, has to be used because
of the heterogeneity of output and the need to aggregate any underlying microproduction functions. If real wages measured in monetary units and the rate of profit
are constant (strictly speaking, if war(1 – a) is constant), then regressing lnV on lnL and
lnJ will, with constant factor shares, also give a good fit to the data with the “output
elasticities” equaling the factor shares. This will be for purely definitional reasons,
however, and reflects the underlying accounting identity. As we have seen, there
need be no well-defined aggregate production function at all. It also should be noted
that, pace Solow, if alnw + (1 – a)lnr (Solow’s lnA) is not constant over time, then it is
still possible for the data to give a good fit to the Cobb-Douglas, with the estimated
“output elasticities” equaling the factor shares, even though alnw + (1 – a)lnr is not
orthogonal to alnL + (1 – a)lnJ. All that is required is that the included time trend (not
necessarily linear) be a good proxy for alnw + (1 – a)lnr.
The reason why the critique has had so little impact seems thus to be partly due to
the fact that the full implications of it were never appreciated, or else that Solow’s
[1974, 1987] mistaken opinion that it is simply wrong has been uncritically accepted.
McCombie [1998b] has considered the possible reasons from a methodological point of
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view. The critique is not mentioned in any recent textbooks (which, as Kuhn [1962]
has demonstrated, play such an important part in the persistence of a paradigm) or
the plethora of studies that use the aggregate production function. Thus while, pace
Solow, the critique has not been refuted, it has nevertheless been almost totally ignored.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has revisited and extended some problems that, in particular, the use
of value data (value added or gross output) pose for the estimation of production functions. It is shown that the estimated coefficients of the supposed production function
may be doing no more than capturing an underlying income identity from which data
used in the estimation of the production function are drawn. This criticism has its
origins in a paper by Phelps Brown [1957], although it was anticipated to a certain
extent by, for example, Marshak and Andrews [1944], and was applied originally to the
cross-section studies of Douglas. The critique was generalized by Shaikh [1974] and
Simon [1979b], however, to the use of time-series data, and further elaborated by the
authors. We have shown that the data may give a good fit to the aggregate CobbDouglas, even though it is clear that either the aggregation conditions are violated, or
the underlying micro-production relations are not Cobb-Douglas, or there is no neoclassical production function at all. All these arguments suggest that the results of
regressions purporting to estimate an aggregate production function (whether it is a
Cobb-Douglas or a more flexible functional form) must be treated with caution. (Moreover, even the use of physical data in engineering production functions encounters
problems.)
It also explains why a number of studies that have either fixed coefficients production functions, Houthakker [1955-56], Shaikh [1987], and Nelson and Winter [1982],
the last with a distinctly non-neoclassical evolutionary model with satisficing behavior, give good fits to a Cobb-Douglas production function. It is because factor shares
are constant. Fisher [1971], in his well-known simulation experiment, used CobbDouglas micro-production functions, but ones in which the conditions for successful
aggregation were deliberately violated. To his evident surprise, he found that an aggregate Cobb-Douglas production function gave good predictions of wages. The reason
was that factor shares at the aggregate level were stable and this gave rise to the good
statistical fits of the Cobb-Douglas. The causation ran from the constant shares to the
putative Cobb-Douglas production function, not vice versa. Further problems are shown
by Hartley [2000]. He used the production function used in the real business cycle
model of Hansen and Sargent [1990]. The production function is not a Cobb-Douglas,
although the simulated data have the property that factor shares are roughly constant. He shows that there is no consistent relationship between true technological
shocks and the Solow residuals calculated by the standard growth accounting approach.
The conclusions of the paper are thus rather nihilistic. If the critique is accepted,
then all work that relies on the aggregate production function, whether empirical or
theoretical, must be viewed with the utmost skepticism. This inevitably raises the
question as to what should be put in its place. This clearly is an important area for
future work, but which is not discussed in this paper.
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10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

It should be noted that apart from a very few “engineering” production function studies, all other
estimations of production functions have used value data, even at low levels of aggregation, for
example, the 3- or 4-digit SIC.
Cohen and Harcourt [2003] provide an illuminating retrospective view of the implications of the
Cambridge Capital Theory Controversies and Birner [2002] examines the controversies from a
methodological standpoint.
See, for example, Solow [1955-56].
Estimates using time-series data sometimes give poor results. The reasons for this are discussed
below.
An exception is pooled cross-country data for the advanced and less developed countries. We
discuss this further below.
This is not a new critique, but first came to prominence in a rudimentary form in Phelps Brown’s
[1957] criticism of Douglas’s cross-industry results. This critique was later formalized by Simon
and Levy [1963] and elements of it can be found in Marshak and Andrews [1944]. Shaikh [1974;
1980; 1987] generalized it to time-series estimation of production functions and Simon [1979b] also
considered the criticism in the context of both cross-section and time-series data. The criticism was
re-examined and extended by Felipe and Adams [2005], Felipe and McCombie [2001; 2002a, b;
2003; 2005; forthcoming], Felipe [2001a, b], Felipe and Holz [2001], McCombie [1987; 1998a; 2000;
2000-2001; 2001], McCombie and Dixon [1991], and McCombie and Thirlwall [1994]. The critique
as applied to cross-section data was also “rediscovered” by Samuelson [1979].
We use V and J to refer to the value measures; Q and K are used below to denote the physical
measures of output and capital.
It is assumed that there is enough variation in the data to provide well-defined estimates of the
parameters.
We are grateful to an anonymous referee for pointing this out to us.
The CES function may be regarded akin to a Box Cox transformation, which is simply a mathematical transformation that attempts to find the best fit for the identity when w and r vary.
Phelps Brown [1957] does consider time-series data, but mainly when there is no time trend
included (that is, the data are not de-trended). He shows that, in these circumstances, the estimated coefficients will merely reflect the historical growth rates of the various variables.
As we are dealing with an identity, we treat the regressions using either logarithms of the levels
or exponential growth rates as equivalent.
This is because the two variables are related through capital’s share in output, that is, r = (1 – a)V/J.
Euler’s theorem does not, of course, require linear homogeneity. It is necessary for the production
function to exhibit this if there is to be no “adding-up” problem.
Solow [1987] noted the above critique, and erroneously considered it self-evidently wrong that the
true production function could not be estimated using physical data. From this he drew the
conclusion, which is a non sequitur, that the critique also could not apply to value data. This is
discussed below.
Solow [1958] has shown that aggregation may well decrease the variability of the aggregate factor
shares compared with the shares of the individual firms/industries.
This was because the individual production functions were constructed using data with only a
small random term to prevent perfect multicollinearity.
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18. The notation has been changed to make it consistent with that in this paper and a footnote
omitted.
19. We have shown above, however, that the use of physical data is not problem free.
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